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Life’s not meant to be sleazy, but some men still try

MAUREEN DOWD

Some things have changed in
America since the era
portrayed in the TV hit series
Mad Men. The elevator

operator isn’t the only black face in
the building. Executives no longer sip
amber highballs and puff Lucky
Strikes all day long. And other things
have not changed.

Some women still wriggle into
girdles (now called Spanx). And some
men still gravitate toward interns,
nannies and secretaries (now called
personal assistants).

A few years ago, I wrote that 40
years of feminism had done nothing
to alter the fact that older men often
see young women in staff support as
sirens. For some men, it’s the very
inequality of the relationship that’s
alluring, the way these women
revolve around them and make life
easier, the way they treat ‘‘Himself’’
like the sunrise and sunset of their
universe.

In terms of evolutionary biology, it
could be rooted in the fear that

aggressive females would be more
likely to cheat and the males could
end up raising offspring that were
not their own.

In romantic terms, it could simply
be the erotic pull of proximity. You
covet what you see every day, as
Hannibal Lecter said, and it can be
seductive to get involved with
someone who’s already orbiting
around you, bringing you pizza with
your favourite toppings late at night.

Office romances abound in life and
art, and sometimes young staffers are
attracted to the boss, and vice versa.
In the United States, Les Moonves,
who heads CBS, and Robert Iger, who

heads ABC as the chief of Disney,
both married lovely young
correspondents on their networks.
Barack Obama fell in love with a
superior mentoring him at his law
firm. On his last late-night show, Jay
Leno brought out all the kids
spawned from Tonight Show
romances.

In an ideal world, bosses would
refrain from sleeping with
subordinates, so as not to cause
jealousy and tension in the office.
But we’re not in an ideal world.
Otherwise, we’d already have health
care for everyone and American
radio and television host Glenn Beck
wouldn’t have any influence over the
White House.

After David Letterman
acknowledged that he’d had flings
with young assistants, some
commentators talked about it in the
same breath as Roman Polanski, who
drugged and had sex with a 13-year-
old. That’s outrageous.

Sexual harassment entails

pressuring or penalising a staffer or
making the office atmosphere
hostile. Despite the blustering of the
lawyer of the alleged execrable
extortionist, Joe Halderman, there’s
no evidence yet that Letterman was
guilty of that. Working for a boss as
anti-social and self-critical as
Letterman, whose world is
circumscribed by his show, would
not be easy. (The man is obviously
not joking when he goes off on his
self-loathing ways; otherwise, he
would have dated some of those
gorgeous actresses flirting with him
on air over the decades.)

But we haven’t heard that the
curmudgeonly comedian, who has
never lost his streak of Midwest
primness, forced any staffers to listen
to tales of pubic hairs on Cokes or
Long Dong Silver.

From what we know so far, and
that may not be everything, the
women who got involved with
Letterman were not pressured. One
former intern, Holly Hester, said she

had wanted to marry him but that he
broke it off because of their age
disparity. Stephanie Birkitt, his
former lover and assistant, described
herself as his best friend. She was not
punished but rewarded with a
recurring on-air starring role –
despite the fact that she wasn’t funny
or charming. As usual, Letterman
was living out loud on the show,
showing the audience his crush. His
company footed the tab for Birkitt to
go to law school, a loan she has now
paid back; it says it did the same for
some other staffers who wanted to
pursue higher education.

On Monday night, when
Letterman joked that he might be the
first talk-show host to be impeached,
Birkitt’s name was still listed in the
show credits.

Letterman’s talent doesn’t give
him a free pass – he described his
own behaviour as creepy – and his
wife (a former staffer at NBC) has a
right to be deeply hurt and furious.

But it’s absurd to compare a jester

(unmarried at the time) to Bill
Clinton and other philandering
pollies. Office holders run as devoted
family men upholding old-fashioned
values. They have ambitious public
agendas and loyal acolytes whose
futures depend on whether these
leaders succumb to reckless
dalliances.

As Craig Ferguson, whose show is
produced by Letterman, joked, ‘‘If we
are now holding late-night talk-show
hosts to the same moral
accountability as we hold politicians
or clergymen, I’m out.’’

The main thing Letterman and
Clinton had in common was that the
danger of a secret affair exploding is
enhanced when the staffer is
immature enough to scrawl
confessions in her diary, as Birkitt
did, or go prattling to a prat like
Linda Tripp. Unlike Clinton,
Letterman trusted the public – and
his bond with them – enough to tell
the truth.
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Turnbull teeters on tightrope
The Opposition Leader’s back-me-or-sack-me ultimatum has backfired spectacularly and his party enemies want him to fall

DANIELLE CRONIN

Opposition Leader
Malcolm Turnbull is
extremely
distinguished, based on
the formula devised by

Herbert Hoover – a Quaker
blacksmith’s son who became US
President. ‘‘You are honoured by
your friends, distinguished by your
enemies,’’ Hoover said. ‘‘I have been
very distinguished.’’

Turnbull has become so
distinguished in the past week, there
is speculation that his leadership is
almost extinguished.

In a week when the Reserve Bank
raised the official interest rate by 25
basis points and the political
spotlight should have shone on the
condition of the economy, the debate
centered on Turnbull.

He probably needs a cup of tea, a
Bex and a good lie down right about
now.

Turnbull tried yesterday to shift
the focus back on to economic
management, issuing the
Opposition’s debt-reduction
strategy. If elected to office, the
Coalition promises to cut red tape for
business, reduce government
spending to less than 25 per cent of
GDP and set-up a Commission for
Sustainable Finances and
Parliamentary Budget Office. The
strategy is remarkably similar to the
plan outlined in Turnbull’s budget-
in-reply almost six months ago.

Flanked yesterday by shadow
treasurer Joe Hockey, Turnbull
trumpeted the strategy but the
announcement was overshadowed
by queries about leadership. The
plan only warranted passing
reference in three questions. Would
Turnbull or Hockey be in charge of
implementing the strategy? Was it
wise to issue the policy amid
leadership speculation? Was the
announcement an attempt to divert
attention from the leadership issue?

Turnbull took over the leadership
about 12 months ago after Dr
Brendan Nelson orchestrated a spill.
Turnbull won by a handful of votes –
45 to 41. The vote didn’t represent a
ringing endorsement of Turnbull.

In the early days of his leadership,
Turnbull managed to make the
Coalition competitive in the opinion
polls and boost his personal approval
rating. Things went pear-shaped
after the Opposition used a fake
email and recollections from a now-
discredited bureaucrat to attack
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd and
Treasurer Wayne Swan over the
OzCar Affair.

Now, fewer than one in five voters
rate Turnbull as prime ministerial
material compared with 67 per cent
support for Rudd. Turnbull has taken
the ‘‘Mr 18 Per Cent’’ title once held
by John Howard when he was
opposition leader. At the time, The

Bulletin asked ‘‘Why Does He
Bother?’’ on its cover. Howard was
dumped as opposition leader soon
after and wasn’t optimistic when
asked about his chances of a political
revival, saying it would be like
‘‘Lazarus with a triple bypass’’.

Turnbull can take some solace in
the fact that Howard resurrected his
political career and went on to
become Australia’s second longest-
serving prime minister and that he
has managed to outlast some
potential contenders for the
leadership.

Nelson is now off to join the
diplomatic corps and former
treasurer Peter Costello plans to
retire in coming weeks to take a
position in the private sector. This
triggers dual by-elections in
Bradfield and Higgins – blue-ribbon
seats where a swing against the party

will reflect badly on Turnbull whose
political troubles have been brewing
for months. The problems have
escalated in the past week in the
lead-up to the second Senate vote on
bills to establish an emissions trading
scheme.

Amid months of internal rows and
carping over tactics, Turnbull lashed
out at the ‘‘anonymous smart arses’’
undermining his leadership and
made a bold manoeuvre to tackle
disunity. He staked his leadership on
securing support in the party room
for proposed amendments to the
legislation. It bordered on a back-
me-or-sack-me ultimatum and has
backfired spectacularly.

Turnbull faces an internal revolt as
a growing number of his
backbenchers and parliamentary
secretaries argue against negotiating
a deal before global climate change

talks in Copenhagen in December.
The Government wants to push

the legislation through next month
and will have the trigger to call a
double dissolution election if the
Senate rejects the bills again. At this
point, an early election will prove
disastrous for the Coalition which
could lose more than 20 seats based
on the latest poll.

Turnbull vows to negotiate in good
faith but critics want to wait to see
the shape of any global pact
produced in Copenhagen. They warn
economic disaster will ensue if
Australia finalises its emissions
trading scheme before other
countries. It conjures up images of
leaders sitting around tables, eating
Polse sausage, drinking Carlsberg
and saying ‘‘you first’’, ‘‘no you’’,
‘‘after you’’.

Turnbull’s ultimatum has

emboldened his detractors in the
Liberal Party who are courting
alternatives and focusing their
attention on Hockey, given the
imminent departure of other
potential leaders.

It is understood some Turnbull
critics are crunching the numbers
without an imprimatur from Hockey
who has ruled out launching a coup
d’etat.

Why would Hockey want to?
The Coalition is languishing in the

opinion polls, is divided over the
emissions trading issue and faces the
near-impossible task of returning to
office at the next federal election. The
Coalition is positioning itself for an
extended period in opposition and
Hockey has made the astute decision
that now is the wrong time to take a
tilt at the leadership. He is reportedly
prepared to take over if Turnbull is

‘‘hit by a bus’’. It is unfair to entirely
blame Turnbull for all the
Opposition’s woes. The Coalition is
in a tough part of the political cycle –
midway in the first term of the
popular Rudd Government. The
internal feuding isn’t helping the
Opposition claw back support.

Turnbull came to the leadership
with an impressive resume. Hoover
brought to the presidency ‘‘an
unparalleled reputation for public
service as an engineer, administrator
and humanitarian’’, according to an
official White House biography.
Hoover became the ‘‘scapegoat’’ for
the Depression and was badly
defeated in 1932.

Turnbull is on track to suffer a
similar fate.

■ Danielle Cronin is Political
Correspondent.

Rudd’s gambit may be a move for global prizes
In the domestic political contest, the PM is playing for bigger stakes, ERIC KNIGHT saysThe fight over the legacies of

both sides of politics
continues to bubble under
the surface following the

Prime Minister Kevin Rudd’s
comments at Paul Kelly’s recent book
launch. But recent performances
abroad by both leaders suggest that
they may have very different ideas
about how they wish to be
remembered.

In London earlier this month, the
Opposition Leader, Malcolm
Turnbull, was delivering addresses
on the future of conservative
government in Australia.

Turnbull’s main intention was to
workshop his message to the
Australian people outside the glare of
domestic politics.

Speaking to an audience of less
than 100 people, he argued that the
central tenet of conservative
government was to protect liberty
and promote individual freedoms.
Turnbull was keen to focus attention
on Government spending and future

debt. Politically this is a hard
message to sell during a recession,
especially against a popular
incumbent government largely
credited with the success of averting
a technical recession. But Turnbull
may be playing the long game here
and waiting for the tide to turn before
the debt message has more traction.

Whether we agree with Turnbull’s
message or not, it is clear that he is
keen to take head-on Rudd’s recent
claim that Labor is the only serious
party of economic reform. Rudd’s
comments are not casual
overstatements but a targeted
strategy to strike at the heartland of
Liberal identity – economic
management – while they are on the
ground and struggling to find a
unified direction on policy.

But unifying the future direction of
the Liberal party will take more than

preaching textbook conservative
economics. The real challenge for
Turnbull is to reconcile the liberal
approach to economic freedom
(which has broad-based appeal) with
a more liberal approach to social
freedoms. This is his only route to
retaliating: by winning ground in
Labor heartland.

The combination of economic and
social liberalism is Turnbull’s natural
instinct and his competitive edge
amongst other Liberal leader
hopefuls.

But whilst his appearances in
London did not address any of the
social policies on gay rights and
republicanism which cost him the
leadership in 2007, his recent move
to bet his leadership over carbon
trading suggests he knows he has no
choice. Turnbull may be criticised for
advocating carbon trading ahead of

alternative economic polices to
address climate change, but in terms
of reforming the Liberal Party and
making it electorally appealing, it
may be his only option.

Turnbull’s battle with the Liberal
Party is in stark contrast to where his
political opponent is seeking to make
his political mark. Rudd’s
performance at the G20 conference
in Pittsburgh suggests that the Prime
Minister may be more interested in
building his legacy overseas than as a
fiscal conservative.

Sidling up to the big fish in the
pond, Rudd was at ease next to other
world leaders as he argued for
Australia’s greater role in global
economic decision-making under
the Group of 20. The Prime Minister
was quick to translate the
Government’s successful stimulus
package at home into an economic

lesson on prudent fiscal
management for finance ministers
around the world.

The economic downturn may yet
reveal the Rudd hubris. But this is not
the first time the Rudd Government
has sought to market domestic policy
achievements to an international
audience. A similar thing can be
observed in climate policy. The
Government’s pressure on the
Opposition to settle its position on
emissions trading this month is more
than a political strategy to wedge the
Nationals and Liberals on the issue.

It is also about the size of the flag
Rudd is able to wave in December at
Copenhagen. If he can go there with
an emissions trading scheme, then
he might be able to cash it in for
political capital among his
international colleagues and maybe
broker a deal at the climate talks.

This will certainly improve his
standing as a world leader.

Marketing to an international
audience may not have been
important for all of Australia’s past
prime ministers. But being
Australia’s first internationalist
Prime Minister marks out Rudd’s
legacy.

Such a legacy is consistent with his
background as a student of foreign
affairs at Australian National
University and his career in
diplomacy. But it may also be
consistent with his aspirations after
he has left the job. We have recently
seen one former Labor leader
appointed to foreign service in
Washington DC. Rudd may have his
eyes set on something slightly bigger.
Ban Ki-moon is sure to be spotted in
the corridors of Copenhagen.

■ Eric Knight is a doctoral student at
Oxford University as a Rhodes Scholar. He
has worked as an economics consultant to
the OECD and UNEP.

Big gaps
shame in
health of
children
ANNA HOUSTON

Sometimes it’s hard to
appreciate the effect poverty
has in determining health
outcomes and to accept that

children born into poverty,
consequently, are thrust into a
position of inequality.

They have no say about the
environment into which they are
born and the diseases that they are
subsequently likely to encounter
because of their poverty. The
disparity between indigenous and
non-indigenous children’s
mortality rates is a concern, but so
too are the morbidity differences.
Appalling health outcomes plague
indigenous children. Indigenous
people comprise about 2 per cent of
Australia’s population, but their
health outcomes lag well behind
those of other Australians. They can
expect to die 20 years younger than
non-indigenous Australians.

The article in Monday’s edition of
The Canberra Times discussed
indigenous children’s increased
morbidity risk; it did not mention
their elevated predisposition to
chronic illnesses, such as
cardiovascular disease, and
recurring acute illnesses, such as
infections.

Babies born to indigenous
mothers are twice as likely to be
underweight than non-indigenous
babies; low birth weight (less than
2.5kg) is linked to increased risk of
chronic disease, such as
cardiovascular disease, high blood
pressure, type 2 diabetes and kidney
disease. Restricted intrauterine
growth may cause underdeveloped
organs and consequent metabolic
changes. These can compromise a
child’s future health, and result in
permanent growth restrictions and
stunting. Indigenous Australians
already are genetically predisposed
to kidney disease – they have fewer
tubular structures in the kidneys to
filter plasma; they are nearly six
times more likely to develop chronic
kidney disease than non-indigenous
Australians. Indigenous children are
also more than six times more likely
to develop type 2 diabetes than non-
indigenous children.

Many factors contribute to low
birth weight and impair growth:
maternal malnutrition, anaemia,
genito-urinary tract infections,
poorly controlled blood pressure,
proteinuria (kidney damage),
inadequate maternal weight gain
during pregnancy, young maternal
age, cigarette smoking and alcohol
consumption. These factors are
linked to poor socioeconomic
status. Adverse health outcomes
increase as a person’s
socioeconomic position decreases.

This relationship affects all age
groups. So infants born to
impoverished mothers are
disadvantaged before birth.
Culturally inappropriate or
insensitive health services
contribute, along with poor health
education and less use of antenatal
services by indigenous women.

These contribute to poorer
pregnancy outcomes. Health
services in rural and remote areas,
where 26 per cent of the indigenous
population lives, are not accessed or
are underused because of a lack of
transport, language difficulties and
health workers’ (perceived or
actual) culturally inconsiderate
attitudes. Acute respiratory
infections are a leading cause of
mortality and morbidity in
indigenous children aged one to five
years old. Pneumonia from bacterial
infections such as S. Pneumoniae
and H. Influenzae is 10 times more
likely to put an indigenous child in
hospital than a non-indigenous
child. Yet H. Influenzae is a vaccine-
preventable infection. Repeated
pneumonia infections in a child
leads to airway thickening and
bronchiectasis, a progressive
disease, rare in developed countries
and associated with immune
deficiency, yet found in 1-2 per cent
of indigenous children.

Bacteria, such as S. Pneumoniae
and H. Influenzae, travel from the
throat through the eustachian tube
to the ear, causing middle-ear
infections and inflammation called
otitis media. Longitudinal studies
show otisis media starts within
weeks of birth in indigenous babies:
their exposure to pathogens from
poor living conditions and
overcrowding means they acquire
bacteria earlier than non-
indigenous babies. If untreated,
otitis media can lead to deafness.
High rates of otitis media in
indigenous children pose a massive
problem which needs urgent
attention, the World Health
Organisation says. Deafness from
otitis media ranges from 14-53 per
cent in indigenous children. It
results in learning difficulties and
perpetuates disadvantage. Yet it
could be prevented by proper and
timely antibiotics. Indigenous
children’s health is poor because of
a combination of multiple
compounding factors: genetics,
social and environmental factors.

Australia cannot be proud of its
national health status and health
services when many of the diseases
afflicting indigenous children occur
at rates comparable with developing
countries. Not enough is being done
to address the inequality. The
disparity will grow and the gap will
widen while ever the general public
is complacent about this major
issue.

■ Anna Houston is a first-year medical
student at the Australian National
University.


